MyMaster and MyPhD programme were created under the 10th Malaysia Plan via the MyBrain15 program for the sponsorship of postgraduate study at the Masters and PhD levels.

Useful Websites:

PTPTN Education Loan Scheme

This scheme was set up with the aim of providing education loans to students pursuing their studies in local institutions of higher learning. This loan will enable students to fully or partially pay their fees and their subsistence for the duration of their study in the university.


**Your Choice of Intellectual Passion**

UiTM offers a variety of discipline and areas of specialization for postgraduate programmes. At present, IGS of UiTM offers more than 100 postgraduate programmes for Master by Coursework or Research degree and Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) or Doctoral degrees. IGS welcomes all potential candidates who would like to pursue their postgraduate studies at this University. With the following list of programmes, one is just right for you.

**FACULTY OF ACCOUNTANCY**

**Programme by Research**
- AC750 Master of Accountancy
- AC950 Doctor of Philosophy of Accountancy

**Programme by Coursework**
- AC700 Master of Accountancy
- AC771 Executive Master of Accountancy

**FACULTY OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT**

**Programme by Research**
- BM750 Master of Science in Business Management
- BM950 Doctor of Philosophy in Business Management

**Programme by Coursework**
- BM700 Master of Business Administration
- BM701 Executive Master of Business Administration
- BM775 Master in Office Systems Management

**ACADEMIC OF LANGUAGE STUDIES**

**Programme by Research**
- LG750 Masters in Applied Language Studies

**FACULTY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS**

**Programme by Research**
- CS781 Master of Science in Information Technology and Quantitative Sciences
- CS991 Doctor of Philosophy in Information Technology and Quantitative Science
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WHY POST GRADUATE EDUCATION AT UiTM...?

Here are some reasons why UiTM is the right choice for your postgraduate education and your preparation for life success.

UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MARA

Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM) is Malaysia’s largest institution of higher learning in term of size and population. It has experiencing phenomenal growth since its inception in 1956 and it is still growing as an established teaching and research based university with an ever increasing number of undergraduate and postgraduate programmes and student’s enrolments.

In establishing a reputation as a leading research and academic institution, UiTM has also earned a reputation as one of Malaysia’s innovative and entrepreneurial universities through links with business and industry. This means that postgraduate students will be surrounded by cutting edge innovations, a rich research culture as well as inspirational lecturers and supervisors.

UNIT OF GRADUATE STUDIES

The Unit of Graduate Studies (UPSiS) of Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM) was established in April 1997 with aim of strengthening the UiTM’s postgraduate programmes.

It’s objectives are to:
1. Provide opportunities for Bumiputera graduate to further education at Master’s and Doctoral levels.
2. Operate as the nerve-centre of graduate-level education in the university
3. To be responsible for the implementation, management and overall administration of graduate studies
4. Coordinate and formulate policies on admission and academic regulations.
5. Provide support to facilitate research and learning among postgraduate students.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Graduate Financial Assistance Schemes

UiTM Graduate Service Scheme

This scheme was introduced to support students pursuing their Master degree by coursework or research programme with a monthly allowance. The successful applicants are required to assist in various academic activities at their respective faculties. The scheme is valid for one semester only and requires to reapply every semester. For more details, please visit our website at http://www.ipsis.uitm.edu.my

UiTM Fellowship Scheme

The UiTM Fellowship is another postgraduate funding programme by the University awarded to outstanding postgraduate who are currently pursing full-time PhD studies by research mode. This scheme covers payment such as tuition fee, thesis fee and monthly allowance. For more detail, please visit our website at http://www.ipsis.uitm.edu.my

ELIGIBILITY AND APPLICATION PROCEDURES

Entry Requirements For Local Applicants

Candidates must be Malaysian Bumiputeras with the following academic qualification(s):

Master’s Programme

Applicant must have 1) a Bachelor’s Degree with Honours from UiTM or any institution of higher learning recognized by the University Senate; or 2) other qualifications equivalent to a first degree recognized by the University Senate in a relevant field with related experience; or 3) other requirements as specified by University.

Doctoral Programme

Applicant must have 1) a Master’s Degree in (a relevant field) from UiTM or any institution of higher learning recognized by the University Senate; or 2) other qualifications in a relevant field, equivalent to a Master’s degree recognized by the University Senate with related experience; or 3) A Bachelor’s degree with First Class Honours from UiTM or any institution of higher learning recognized by the University Senate (for research programmes only); or 4) other requirements stipulated by the University.

Note : Certain programmes may require qualified candidates to attend and pass an interview or a test in addition to the entry qualification.

Application Procedures

An applicant is required to apply online using the online application process for postgraduate studies posted at IPSis website (http://www.ipsis.uitm.edu.my) with the processing fee of RM50.00. The application form and other relevant documents should also be submitted to the respective faculties.

For further enquiries, please contact:

P.M. Dr. Azemi Che Hamid (Coordinator)
Tel : 09-8403787, Email : azemiche@tganu.uitm.edu.my

P.M. Dr. Azman Che Mat (Deputy Coordinator I)
Tel : 09-8403954, Email : azman531@tganu.uitm.edu.my

Dr. Zainuddin Zakaria (Deputy Coordinator II)
Tel : 09-8403969, Email : zainudd@tganu.uitm.edu.my